Product line up
The number
of products

Quantity

Metallic tinter

9

0.9kg

Color tinter

29

Special tinter
Controller

The number
of products

Quantity

Trace tinter（Fine color）

6

0.3kg

0.9kg

Pearl tinter

28

0.3kg

4

0.9kg

Reducer

3

3.5L

Aluminium controller

1

0.9kg

Reducer for White HS

2

3.5L

Hyper flip flop controller

1

0.3kg

Hardener

1

0.9kg

１

0.9kg

Gun cleaner

1

3.5L

Under clear

Global network

The evolution of waterborne basecoat

Automotive Refinish global network
Kansai Paint Rus (Russia)

Kansai Altan（Turkey）

Kansai Paint Trading
（China）

Kansai Paint Europe
（UK）
Kansai Paint
（Japan）

Kansai Paint Middle East (UAE)

Kansai Plascon Africa (South Africa)
Kansai Nerolac Paints（India）
Thai Kansai Paint（Thailand）
Sime Kansai Paints
（Malaysia）
Kansai Prakarsa Coatings
（Indonesia）

The e volu tion of w a ter b o r ne b a sec o a t

RETAN WB ECO EV changes the image of waterborne basecoat.
"Excellent quality and workability" are ensured.

Options for optimizing RETAN WB ECO EV
Equipments

（Excellent Lightness System）

It is the Evolution of waterborne basecoat.

・Obtain good process-hiding
combining the most suitable
primer sur facer of lightness
with RETAN WB ECO EV
・Achieve appropriate spray
times of basecoat and stable
quality

Human health and environmentally friendly
90% of VOC is reduced comparing to solvent borne basecoat.
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・Various effective equipments
for reduction of working time
( Hot air dryer, Spray booth, Air
blow gun, Infrared heater)
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Eco products

Toluene, Xylene, Ethyl benzene and MIBK are not included.

Color retrieval system

・Reduce shading time,
paint consumption and
raise accuracy by utilizing
color retrieval system " Big
Van Global"

・" From under coat to
top coat ", lined up the
products satisfying both
environmentally friendly
and raise efficiency

Color and pearl tinters are non flammable.（except metallic tinters）

Adopted 3 innovative technologies to RETAN WB ECO EV
Chemical surface modification

Ｗarming Cabinet

Easily sprayable and comfortable feeling
like solvent borne basecoat

Wettability observation

◯ Tremendous wettability on the previous coat as well as
solvent borne basecoat
◯ Appropriate line up of the Reducers for various spray
conditions
Provide excellent wettability even under low
humidity condition

Auto Refinish Center

・Keep the products under
most suitable condition
(with heater and agitator)

・Various training courses for
development of human resource
and their skill

Put a drop of water on wet film
RETAN WB ECO EV

Conventional WB

Right after
spray

Right after
spray

After setting

After setting

◯ Good appearance on the spray dust area and fade out
repair is easily applicable even in smaller area
◯ Excellent recoatability after dust treatment

RETAN WB ECO EV reduces "Working time" and "Paint cost"
by adopting 3 innovative technologies and various options.

Rheology control technology

Working time

Achieved excellent appearance
◯ Enhanced anti-mottling by the orientation control of aluminum

Paint cost

Conventional WB
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◯ Enhanced color stability during fade out repair, especially darkness on border

85

◯ Less color variation when recoating

78

High cross-linking and hardness of the film

Excellent workability of dust treatment
◯ Enhanced sanding property since it is hard to be scratched deeply

1.73

Drying tools

1.22
1.00
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Solvent borne base

68

◯ Easy to get the timing of dust treatment
※ Silver metallic Basecoat / Clearcoat

Solvent borne
base

Conventional
WB
※ Silver metallic Basecoat / Clearcoat

